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About This Game

A VR game where you use motion controllers to guide a hoop along wire pathways. Maneuver the hoop to the end of each
course while avoiding obstacles along the way. Use steady hands and precise timing to avoid letting the hoop touch any surfaces.

Players will face a series of challenging levels, each filled with unique pathways and a variety of colorful obstacles.
Built and designed for VR, Hoop Route takes full advantage of 360 degree room scale tracking with motion controllers.

Features

24 challenging levels.

Simple controls with just one button. Easy to pick up and play.

Intuitive game play revolves around spatial awareness.

Comfortable VR interactions with no artificial locomotion.

Play at your own pace. Take your time, or play for speed and try to achieve the fastest level times.

Appropriate for all ages.

Single player.
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Note:
This game requires a play space of at least 2m x 2m, and a play area with full 360 degree tracking.
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Genre: Indie
Developer:
Neither One Games
Publisher:
Neither One Games
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hitchin hoop route. samenloop voor hoop vollenhove route. next hop router. prep hoops route 66. kaapsehoop route. hoop city
marathon route. prep hoops route 66 twitter. samenloop voor hoop route. prep hoops route 66 shootout

This game is so hard. Very challenging, but in a fair way. Works on Oculus Rift with Touch. Do need roomscale setup.

Sale Price Rating 7\/10. Good deal for $1.49; Normal Price Rating 5\/10.

Note: there are 2 free games on Steam VR that are very similar but this one has the most polish IMHO. Now this game is the
ultimate test of patience. One needs the willingness to try a level over and over and over and over again. I never finished the
second level; it was so frustrating.

Ideas for improvement:
-easier earlier levels (could easily just double\/triple the number of save points; I think that's something simple to implement
that would make a huge difference)
-allow for more tolerance before starting over (half the time it didn't even look like I touched the edges; it's too finicky)
-add in a menu option somewhere (either in game, or for the whole safe file) for an easier mode (e.g. reduce thickness of the
ring)
-background music

I love a good challenging game, but I think this is a little too much (especially for the beginner levels). If the first couple levels
are too frustrating for people to finish, and you cannot unlock later levels without doing earlier ones... people will miss out on
most of your game. I want to see all the hard work put into this game and to explore the other levels!

Summary: I'm just not a patient person. If you have no other games to play, then feel free to try this out and play the same level
a million times..
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